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DEDICATION
The literary work of The Exodus is dedicated unto the Lord Jesus
Christ, from whom the inspiration and strength came to write it.
I also dedicate this book unto my first grade teacher, Mrs. Alice
Barnes. The early teachings from her facilitated a sense of cultural
pride and spiritual discipline. The manuscripts are a manifested
result.
Respectfully submitted,
Leonard J. Warrick
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BIOGRAPHY
The poet was born Leonard James Shearin in Jersey City, New
Jersey on April 28, 1966. Warrick’s childhood interests were
drawing and writing. Today Warrick enjoys sharing his creative
talents with people through his love for poetry.
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PREFACE
This collection of poetry was written during the winter of 2004–
2005 by Leonard J. Warrick at the age of 38.
A unique and special look into the heart and soul of the artist reveals a people’s destiny. The lost Tribe of Judah, who have a direct lineage from the Garden of Eden in Ethiopia into Israel,
endure the plight of their Exodus in America.
The social, economic, and spiritual profile of a steadfast people
reveals Fascist trends in American government. The hidden
meanings of everyday occurrences, which can not be spoken in
America, bridge a bond unto all of humanity. The present and future fate of a people grants the prospect of hope for all mankind.
A subtle standard of humor in a portion of the literary works expose the humanity of the author and conveys feelings of empathy
unto the reader.
The intent of the author is to circulate dialogue and reveal the
hidden identity of a people of Faith. The Faith of the lost Tribe of
Judah brings a standard of judgment, as well as peace unto America.
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CHAPTER 1
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An Apology Is Due

The pressures of everyday life create strife and cause people to
utter words sharper than a knife.
An exchange of communication brought emotional depredation
from actions engaged without any hesitation.
An unwillingness to express places others under duress in a time
of need for some to caress.
An unanswered telephone call conveyed an offense to all who
stayed in wake of a wedding’s stall.
Misinterpretations created unique situations which resulted in a
friend’s evaluation of their relationships’ days.
Simple words of rephrase are deserved with praise to enhance
friendships’ days.
A confession of wrong carries more value than a song, and builds
bonds that are strong among people who in each other’s company
belong.
The uttering of the word “sorry” bears evidence of one’s character, for their pride is spared because they cared.
Respect is due in order for passion to be renewed and a lover’s
worth to be viewed.
A clergyman has denied the need for restitution, which is the only
solution to be applied, in the presence of grieving members at his
side.
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The Color Line

A phenomenon of skin color creates boundaries that define social
class among humanity’s mass.
A Negro’s skin determines where they have been in a class system society that still has anxiety.
The U.S Census Bureau records statistical data that shows trends
in time that grow, and convey knowledge for people to know.
Max Factor has helped to soften the evident sting of discrimination by disguise through the art of compromise.
A water fountain’s label of where to drink brought convictions of
the heart, which made people think.
Gerrymandering resulted from a senator’s slandering, which
vexed a minority’s vote and in the interest of a majority did he
strive to promote.
Sunday morning in America as the sun shines will bring boundaries in religious institutions that are still defined.
Neighborhoods of great financial value reflect the prospect of
what could be as the reality of what we would see becomes an
eternity.
Walks down the street will subtly reveal feelings that remain discreet when people rush away from me for no reason on their feet.
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Down South

A summer’s recess will cause many to digress below the MasonDixie line, where with our ancestors’ kin we will be fine.
A relaxed pace in lifestyle and among everyone’s face is a smile
that prompts people from the North to stay awhile.
A pregnant woman heads for the South to avoid callous remarks
from a neighbor’s mouth.
A place of heritage before the Civil War has youth inquiring of
their elders for lessons in culture’s history to adore.
A friendly greeting of “howdy” in a neighbor’s charm preserves
one from the rowdy meetings of Northern harm.
Great Southern cooking is what Northern relatives await after a
hotel’s booking, for at your dining room table will they be looking.
The Spanish oaks provide shade to drink lemonade as the launderers allow their clothes to soak in a river’s cascade.
Spring green terrain will pertain in its refrain from contrast to
colder weather that will last, in several months of an Aortic frost’s
blast.
A family migration prompts frequent visitation with each member’s faithful dedication.
Martyrs marched to ensure that Jim Crow Laws were parched, as
Samaritans’ feet have needed to be arched.
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A Woman’s Etiquette

A woman’s standard of self-composure enables her to live beyond
the pangs of a shadow’s exposure.
A feminine image surpasses a male’s scrimmage, for her humanity shapes generations and preserves mankind’s sanity.
Good manners did she establish in her children’s identity, therefore granting herself serenity.
A lady’s dress will be equivalent to all that she will profess.
A kind word is uttered from her tongue, as the praises of her
goodness are sung.
Hard and honest labor will her hands engage, for no envy will
bring rage over the neighbor’s wage.
A woman’s long hair is worn respectively with care as she is esteemed by the weight of their stares.
A virtuous woman becomes a wife and gives her husband a new
purpose in life.
The comforts of her care she is willing to share, for the sincerity
of her love will bring no one despair.
A woman’s name will not bring her husband any shame or reflect
any disdain.
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The Communion Service

The first Sunday of every month, one day before Monday, will
the rituals of this service in Christian churches be done, in order
for souls to be won.
A sight of woman dressed in white aspiring to do what is just in
God’s sight, along with the earnest men in black, assuring that
there is no lack.
A pastor will preach in order for the convictions of God’s word to
reach, and a new covenant will saints not breach.
Silence falls on the congregation for each member to engage in
self-examination, in order to avoid Hell and Damnation.
The Elders and Mothers teach with instruction to reach a service’s
successful conduction.
Ushers and Deacons, as well as the Deaconess, establish order to
ensure that the service will progress.
Sunlight baptizes the pulpit as church members deem themselves
as spiritually fit.
Church members single-file down the aisle, as the length of the
service is expected to last a while.
A cup of juice or wine serves the use to define Jesus’ Blood, and
the crackers broken become a token of his sacrificed body, which
epitomizes love unspoken.
The spiritual undertaking would not be complete without the
washing of the saints’ feet, in observance of a biblical standard
that they press to meet.
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President William
Jefferson Clinton
(1946- )

The 42nd President of the United States became humanity’s resident and cleaned inequity’s slate, creating a decent standard of life
for black citizens to appreciate.
President Clinton was first inaugurated on January 20th, 1993,
and in a short time would America see the leader he had the potential to be.
The Freedom of Information Act of 1993 made it possible to hold
our government accountable, ensuring to each citizen the right to
see that in no area of responsibility did it lack.
The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 granted workers the
right to exercise time from work without their job status being
jeopardized.
The Personal Responsibility Act of 1996 was delivered with tact
to ensure that a generation would no longer continue to lack.
Restitution frequently took its claim, and chivalry was given a
new name.
An economic surplus of 6 trillion dollars helped to support those
with blue collars, and the deficit faded away as Americans could
begin to save their pay.
In September of 1997, the federal minimum wage for the first
time in years was raised, enabling poor workers a chance to save a
dime, as a president is praised.
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President Clinton had in his faculty the skill of law, which enabled him to promote the passing of bills without a flaw.
President Clinton will a forgotten people always remember, even
during each Election November.
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